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OCMS Night at the Crunch
December 21st and 27th  •  7 p.m. 
War Memorial Arena

Lace up your skates and put on your padding. It’s a new season of hockey 
and the Syracuse Crunch is back with Special Medical Society game nights. 
Syracuse Crunch is offering OCMS members discounted tickets to Crunch v. 
Binghamton Devils home games: Click here to purchase tickets. 

Upstate Career Advisory Dinner
Monday, January 6  •  5:30 to 8:00 p.m. 
4th floor of New Academic Building behind Weiskotten Hall  
(790 Irving Ave., Syracuse, NY)

The Career Advisory Dinner is an informal event that assists second- and third-
year medical students in selecting specialties. Mentors (physicians, alumni, 
faculty, residents & advisors) are needed to provide guidance, answer questions, 
share experiences, and network with the students. Mentors are assigned 
to tables based on their specialty, and students rotate between the tables 
throughout the evening.  REGISTER. 

Friends and Family Ski and Stay 
January 17-18 
Greek Peak

Bring your family or bring a friend! Come join us at Greek Peak for a day on 
the slopes. 5th and 6th District Medical Societies have negotiated discounted 
rates on rooms, spa services and outdoor activities for member and non-
member physicians and their guests, so take advantage of this opportunity to 
meet with colleagues, relax and enjoy some winter fun with the kids before the 
season’s over! Call OCMS, (315) 424-8118, for full details.

Published by Onondaga County Medical Society, Inc.
6707 Brooklawn Parkway, Suite 4   |  Syracuse, New York 13211 

Telephone 315.424.8118   |  Fax 315.424.0614
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http://syracusecrunch.com/ocms
https://medalumni.upstate.edu/career
https://www.buzzsprout.com/51522/2181521-why-you-should-get-involved-in-mssny-s-physician-advocacy-day
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MSSNY Lobby Day
March 6  
Lewis Swyer Theater, The Egg, Empire Plaza, Albany

Save the date! Mark your calendars and get ready to head to Albany for 
MSSNY Physician Advocacy Day. OCMS members are strongly encouraged to 
participate. Your voice matters! Click here for the agenda and full details.

MSSNY Podcasts: Why Physicians Need to be in Albany March 4th 2020

https://www.buzzsprout.com/51522/2181521-why-you-should-get-involved-
in-mssny-s-physician-advocacy-day

MSSNY House of Delegates
April 24-26 
The Westchester Marriot in Tarrytown, New York

The Annual Meeting of the MSSNY House of Delegates (HOD) will take place 
from Friday, April 24 through Sunday, April 26. The location for the 2020 
meeting will be at The Westchester Marriot in Tarrytown, New York. The House 
will convene at 8 AM on Friday and adjourn at approximately noon time on 
Sunday.

Not enough can be said about the importance of the House of Delegates 
in expressing freely its ability to represent the members of MSSNY and the 
physicians of New York State. Policy and organizational direction for the 
Society are determined by 330 voting delegates to the Annual Meeting of the 
Medical Society of the State of New York. It is through this process that the 
membership governs the policy and administration of the Medical Society. If 
you would like to submit a resolution for consideration at the HOD, click here 
for guidelines and deadline.

Ask the Carrier Conference
May 7 
Holiday Inn, Electronics Parkway, Liverpool

Save the date! The Onondaga County Medical Society Ask the Carrier 
conference will be held on Thursday, May 7, 2020, at the Holiday Inn, 441 
Electronics Parkway, Liverpool. Don’t miss this opportunity to meet one on one 
with representatives from major insurance carriers. Find out what’s new and 
get answers to your questions.

http://www.mssny.org/MSSNY/2019/Govermental_Affairs/State/Lobby_Day_2020.aspx
https://www.mssny.org/MSSNY/About_MSSNY/House_of_Delegates/2020HOD/Resolution_Guidelines.aspx
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Incoming President’s Address

Following is the inaugural speech given by new Medical Society President Justin 
Fedor, DO, at the November 7th, 2019, Annual Awards Dinner.

Good evening physician colleagues, friends and family.  I would thank Dr. 
Millar for her devoted service.  She has brought passion and insight to the 

position and guided us through numerous changes over the past year as well as 
increased awareness for Women’s Health.

I want to personally thank all of you for your support tonight and the support 
of the Society.

As I stand here, I am honored to accept this position as President of the 
Onondaga County Medical Society.  I have enjoyed being involved with the 
Society since graduating residency and will be dedicated to being sincere in my 
cause to try and benefit this long-standing organization. I would like also to 
extend thanks to our new executive director, Erika, as well as our amazing 
Medical Society staff including Patty, Debbie and Sandy. I would like to 
recognize the entire Executive Council for the collective effort to continue to 
give direction to our Society.  I would also like to thank my parents, Walter and 
Kathy, as well as my five siblings and family, many of whom are here tonight.

Of course I would like to thank my amazing wife, Haley, for being so supportive 
of my extracurricular activities despite juggling her full-time job and full-time 
mom status of our two beautiful children, William, 3 and Lennon, 1.  I would 

Justin Fedor, DO

PRESIDENT ’S 

Page
JUSTIN FEDOR, D.O.
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also like to thank my mentor, Dr. Dennis Nave, who has positively affected my 
life and career path when he allowed me to precept him at his Family Medicine 
office when I was 19 years old. 

I am a fan of America’s Pastime – Baseball. Recently the World Series finished. 
For the first time in any of America’s four major sports the visiting team won 
every game in a seven-game series in the playoffs.  Unfortunately, neither of 
these teams were my New York Mets, to whom I have been betrothed to root 
for, for life.  Thanks for that misery dad.

Nonetheless the team that did win used excellent leadership and new data 
analytics to prevail and win its first world series.  I believe this can translate into 
medicine and how the Society needs to continue to evolve, thrive and adapt to 
retain and improve membership as well as remain relevant.  With your support, 
as well as our medical staff, I believe we can do just.

Hard to believe that OCMS 
began over 200 years ago and is 
continuing its purpose today.  
When we think of the members 
in the Society at the time of is 
inception, I am sure you can 
imagine there was not much 
diversity.  We have over the 
years adapted and continued 
to encourage more diverse 
membership with a variety of 
backgrounds both in an out of 
medicine, which makes us stronger 
and more knowledgeable. Moving 
forward, I would like to continue 
to encourage awareness of our 
Society among both physicians and 
non-physicians in our community, 
and for them to see us as a pillar of 

medical experience and trusted source for our combined medical knowledge.

Being a Family Medicine physician, I do have a passion for primary care. This 
can involve a breadth of topics, including public health, preventative medicine, 
patient advocacy, legislation in regards to healthcare access and numerous more 
important topics.

I would like to continue 

to encourage awareness 

of our Society among 

both physicians and 

non-physicians in our 

community, and for them to 

see us as a pillar of medical 

experience and trusted 

source for our combined 

medical knowledge.
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As diverse as family medicine is, there are two topics that I find myself being 
passionate about, one impacting a smaller but important portion of the 
population, our children and youth, and the other one impacts so many of 
those that we treat. 

Recently I heard a disturbing statistic that neighborhoods in Syracuse have 
higher lead poisoning rates than Flint, Michigan, did at the height of that city’s 
water crisis.  About 10 percent of Syracuse children tested high for lead last year, 
which is more than triple the national average, and twice that of Flint when 
the water source was tainted.  As a father of two young children, the reality of 
this is frightening and I would like to band together to push for the needed 
community education and resources we need to keep our children and future 
safe. 

Another statistic that is perhaps not as alarming or surprising is that in New 
York State, adult obesity has almost tripled since 1990. I see this every day 
in my office and the chronic diseases that arise from this. I watched a short 
documentary from Dr. Mike Evans, who looked at numerous studies with 
thousands of patients and saw one underlying intervention that could reduce 
heart disease, diabetes progression, depression and many other chronic illnesses 
by up to 50 percent. It was not a magical pill or shot. Essentially it was just 
walking about 30 minutes a day. One of the themes for the next year will be to 
try to support/sponsor events that promote wellness and activity. 

Hippocrates once said, “Walking is a man’s best medicine,” and perhaps there is 
more to that than once thought. A question for us here today and the thousands 
of patients we care for is can we limit our sitting and sleeping to just 23 and a 
half hours per day? 

In conclusion, reflecting on our history of diversity, inclusion and sharing our 
combined knowledge, I encourage you all to assist me in continuing to drive the 
Medical Society forward in maintaining our positive impact on the community 
by driving new memberships and welcoming new or additional specialties, 
impacting our communities with education and change while inviting agility 
and reflecting on the history of the Onondaga Medical Society that continues to 
shine through with the combined knowledge and support we have in the room 
tonight. Thank you!  



DRAMATIC CONTEMPORARY 
On a 1+ acre setting boasting 
an inground pool, koi pond, 
private yard and tranquil seclu-
sion. Two story foyer with wall 
of windows opens to the formal 
hearth warmed living room with 
sliders that lead to a covered 
deck. The dining room features 
a curved brick wall. The eat-in 
kitchen has an abundance of 
cupboards and breakfast nook. 
The main level with hardwoods, 
office, study and laundry cen-
ter. There are 5 bedrooms and 
4 full and 2 half baths. The low-
er walkout has a family room 
with fireplace and rec room. 
Jamesville-Dewitt Schools. 
$369,900

It Costs No More To Hire The Top Producers!

Diane M. Ragan, CRS
Licensed Associate R.E. Broker
(315) 427-0528 (D)

R. Matthew Ragan, J.D., LL.M
Licensed R.E. Salesperson
(315) 399-7767 (D)

6866 E. Genesee St. • Fayetteville, NY 13066

Over 36 million dollars in sales in 2019!

SPRAWLING RANCH
The open floor plan boasts a 
dining room with columns, cove 
moldings, hardwoods and large 
window, spectacular dream 
kitchen with cherry cabinets, 
quartz countertops, 6 burner 
Viking stainless stove w/indus-
trial size exhaust hood, great 
room with walls of windows & 
gas fireplace, master suite with 
his and her closets and spa-like 
bath. Two additional bedrooms, 
full bath, powder room and first 
floor laundry center. Upper 
level bonus room with sitting 
area, bedroom and half bath. 
The lower level with 2nd family 
room, gas fireplace, exercise 
room, full bath and bedroom.
$574,999

GOLF COURSE SETTING
This 4 bedroom home boasts 2 
story dramatic entry and hearth 
warmed great room, renovat-
ed eat-in kitchen that leads to 
family room with walls of win-
dows and walkout to deck that 
overlooks the golf course. The 
first floor master suite opens to 
the deck boasting magnificent 
mile long views. The new mas-
ter bath is a dream! The den/
study with fireplace, 2nd full 
bath and inviting new laundry 
center complete the first level. 
There are three additional bed-
rooms and Jack and Jill bath 
up. 2 car attached garage, new 
roof 2019 & prime cul-de-sac 
location.
$419,900

FOWLER CONTEMPORARY
The two story dramatic entry 
opens to the formal living room 
with fireplace. Enjoy dining in 
the formal dining room, the light 
and bright kitchen with granite 
countertops and stainless appli-
ances opens to the family room 
with 2nd fireplace and sliders to 
deck that overlooks a private 
flat yard. The powder room and 
laundry center complete the 
first level. The upper level with 
4 bedrooms and two full baths. 
The lower level boasts a family 
room, fireplace, den, bedroom, 
full bath, windows and walkup 
to the backyard. 3 car attached 
garage.
$399,900

WOODED SETTING
This transitional in Waterford 
Woods opens to a two story 
dramatic entry leading to the 
formal hearth warmed living/
dining room with vaulted ceiling 
and palladium windows. The 
gourmet appliance-rich kitchen 
with granite countertops and 
recessed lighting opens to the 
family room with fireplace and 
entry to deck. This home is a 
true 5 bedroom with 3 full baths. 
The master en suite opens to a 
private deck, has a lovely bath 
with jacuzzi and walk-in closet. 
The finished lower level with 
game and exercise rooms. 
Updates galore throughout. 
Fayetteville-Manlius Schools.
$499,900

WONDERFUL TRANSITIONAL
Arched doorways, hardwoods, 
columns, moldings & walls of 
windows. Banquet size for-
mal dining room, large eat-in 
kitchen with granite counter 
tops and multi eating areas 
that open to the family room 
with fireplace, wet bar and en-
try to the patio overlooking the 
landscaped yard. Study leads 
to the sun room with access 
to the patio. First floor master 
suite, powder room and laun-
dry center. 2nd level with two 
bedrooms and full bath. The 
finished lower complete with 
bedroom, full bath, rec room 
with fireplace & gym. Backyard 
gardens & paver stone walks.
$599,900

FABULOUS SETTING
Nestled on a 3.4 acre setting 
with trees and fabulous views 
from multi-decks. Two story 
entry opens to the banquet 
size formal dining room 
enhanced by tall windows with 
transoms. Eat-in kitchen with 
granite counter tops and new 
appliances opens to the family 
room with gas fireplace and wet 
bar. Powder room and laundry 
center. The upper level with 3 
baths and 3 bedrooms including 
the large master with a private 
deck. The lower walkout level 
with family room, 2 bedrooms 
and full bath. Updates can be 
found throughout.
$549,900

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
The grand foyer featuring ele-
gant curved staircase opens to 
the well appointed interior. New 
$400,000 addition includes 
a magnificent appliance-rich 
kitchen with Woodmode cab-
inets. Newly added gathering 
room, gorgeous stone fire-
place and spectacular ceiling. 
Columns, moldings, marble 
and hardwoods, French doors, 
Judges paneling & custom 
built-ins. A full bath and laun-
dry center too. 4 bedrooms 
including a remodeled master 
en suite. Lower level with game 
room and full bath. Covered 
patio w/kitchen, bar, dining, sit-
ting areas and in-ground pool! 
$729,900

https://www.howardhanna.com/Office/Detail/Fayetteville/1073
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Dear OCMS Members,

Even amid the hustle and bustle of the 
holiday season, one can find time for pause, 
for reflection, and for gratitude. As we here 
at OCMS reflect on this past year and make 
preparations for a busy 2020, I’d like to 
share a few things for which I am especially 
grateful:

•   Our members! We represent an incredibly 
skillful, passionate, distinguished, and 
diverse group of physicians. I so appreciate 
how many of you have reached out to me 
with new ideas or to share your concerns 

around how medical students, patients, and colleagues can best be 
supported. You help us focus on what matters to our physicians—alerting 
us to where regulations are stifling patient care, speaking out on pending 
legislation, and finding new ways for the Medical Society to be engaged in 
our community. Thank you!

• Our leadership! This fall, as I attended events for OCMS Past Presidents and 
Retired members and participated in committee and Executive  
Council meetings, I was struck by the level of commitment, engagement, 
and talent of our past, current, and future leaders. Amid busy personal and 
professional schedules, you make time to weigh in on important decisions, 
support our ongoing activities, and help strategize for the future. These 
efforts were particularly critical in the year before I came on board.  
Thank you!

• Our history! OCMS has an incredibly rich history dating back to our 
founding in 1806. Several times since I have taken this position, I have fallen 
down the rabbit hole of a historical document from 150 years ago or a 

LET TER FROM THE 

Executive Director
ERIKA BARRY

Erika Barry
OCMS Executive Director
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photograph caption from 50 years ago and have been completely engrossed. 
Many of these items are fascinating because they show just how much—
or how little—things have changed. I am grateful for the thoughtfulness, 
integrity, and pioneering spirit of our physician members, whether 50 years 
ago or 150 years ago, who provided such a solid foundation for our work.

• Our staff! As I have been busy learning the ropes here at OCMS, I am 
lucky to be supported in my new position by a strong staff team. Deborah 
Colvin, Patricia Corasaniti, and Sandra Emmi have a wealth of institutional 
knowledge and strong commitment to each of our member physicians. 
Coming off of another successful Annual Dinner (at which Dr. Millar 
celebrated Debbie’s 30th year at OCMS!), it is so clear to me that none of 
the work of the Medical Society happens on autopilot. It was due to the 
dedication of the staff team that things continued running so smoothly 
without an Executive Director.  Even as they provide valuable continuity 
and consistency of service to our members, they are also focused on the 
future—open to new ways of providing services to our members and 
transforming OCMS in response to your needs. Thank you!

As we close out a year of transition for OCMS, let me again thank each of you 
for your support and participation. Most importantly, let me offer my thanks 
and appreciation for the work you do, each and every day. Wishing you joy, 
good health, and renewal of spirit this holiday season and in the year to come!

With gratitude, 
Erika Barry
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The Onondaga County Medical Society’s annual dinner meeting was held 
on Thursday, November 7, at the Embassy Suites by Hilton Syracuse, 

Destiny USA. 

Justin Fedor, D.O., was installed as the Medical Society’s 192nd president. He 
succeeds MaryAnn Millar, M.D.  Other Executive Council officers installed that 
evening include: Joseph Spinale, D.O., President Elect; Robert Dracker, M.D., 
Vice President; Michael Sheehan, M.D., Treasurer; and Barry Rabin, M.D., 
Secretary.

Drs. Ramsay Farah, LouAnn Giangreco, Barbara Krenzer, William Schreiber, 
and Kevin Walsh will serve as Members-at-Large of the Medical Society 
Executive Council for the 2019-2020 term; Drs. Richard Beers, LouAnn 
Giangreco, Ruth Hart, MaryAnn Millar, Digant Nanavati, Barry Rabin and 
Richard Semeran were elected Delegates to MSSNY; Drs. Jef Sneider, Brian 
Johnson, David Page, Philip Kaplan, Robert Corona and Darvin Varon 
will serve as MSSNY Alternate Delegates; and Dr. Sunny Aslam will serve 
as Representative for Upstate Medical University. Dr. Sarah Gregory was 
appointed Resident Representative and Dominic Facciponte will serve as 
Medical Student Representative of the Medical Society Executive Council.

Onondaga County Medical Society service awards and the Jerry Hoffman 
Advocacy award were presented that evening. Following is the full text of the 
awards presented to our 2019 honorees:

 
Photos taken at the Annual Dinner are posted on the Onondaga 
County Medical Society Facebook page. If you haven’t done so 
already, please like us on Facebook!

ONONDAGA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Annual Meeting
NOVEMBER 7, 2019

https://www.facebook.com/OnondagaMedicalSocietyNY/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2519270601483483
https://www.facebook.com/OnondagaMedicalSocietyNY/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2519270601483483
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Onondaga County Medical Society

Presented To

HEALTHECONNECTIONS

Know all by these presents that HealtheConnections is held in high esteem for 
distinguished service to physicians, hospitals, patients and the community. 

Back in 2005, a regional collaborative of leaders in health care, business, and 
insurance convened to address shared concerns about health care access, 
quality, and costs in Central New York. Their vision was a connected network 
of information that would ultimately improve the quality of care available at a 
lower cost.

The Health Advancement Collaborative of Central New York, a collaboration 
of physicians, hospitals, health plans, businesses, and consumer leaders, 
worked together to build trust and reach consensus on identifying initiatives 
and opportunities which would deliver cost efficiencies and care improvement 
in the Central New York region. Its highest priority turned to the building of 

Rob Hack (3rd from left), President and CEO, accepted the Distinguished Service Award on 
behalf of HealtheConnections. 
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a regional health information organization (RHIO) for Central New York, 
which would provide health information exchange (HIE) services to regional 
health and healthcare organizations. In 2010, the organization launched 
itself as HealtheConnections – with representatives of Onondaga County 
Medical Society providing physician leadership and direction. Together, a solid 
foundation was laid demonstrating the power of cooperation in support of a 
common goal.

Since then, HealtheConnections has maintained its focus on supporting 
physicians, licensed staff, and other health and healthcare support resources, 
working in tandem with regional stakeholders to drive improved quality of 
care, develop time-saving technologies, reduce margin for error, and lower 
costs. Onondaga County – the county hub of healthcare in the eleven counties 
of central and northern New York – was an important advocate and adopter of 
HealtheConnections’ services for improved regional care. 

As a member of the Statewide Health Information Network of New York 
(SHIN-NY), HealtheConnections works in partnership with RHIOs 
throughout the state to bridge informational gaps across regions and ensure 
health and healthcare professionals have the information they need at the 
point of care, wherever that may be. New York state is one of the leaders 
in HIE implementation and innovation throughout the United States, and 
HealtheConnections has earned its place among the top-performing HIEs in 
the country.

In 2019, HealtheConnections officially grew to the largest geographic and 
multi-region NYS HIE. It successfully and efficiently merged the HIE of the 
Southern Tier and Hudson Valley into its operations to now span 26 counties 
of New York State. This service area stretches from the west of Rochester, east 
to Utica and Rome, north to the Canadian border, south to Pennsylvania, and 
now eastward through the Leatherstocking region to upper Hudson Valley and 
north of New York City supporting Rockland and Westchester.

Currently, there are more than 1,300 participating organizations across more 
than 3,400 locations, serving 10,000 doctors. On average, 4,500 users access 
the myConnections portal each month, with thousands more receiving 
health information directly into their own EMR system and sharing patient 
information quickly and securely to improve care delivery through the entire 
region. HealtheConnections has also worked with more than 1,000 providers 
to assist them with obtaining Meaningful Use designation and incentives.
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Collaboration and partnership has been the cornerstone of 
HealtheConnections’ success, and the Onondaga County Medical 
Society is proud that our members have been significant contributors to 
HealtheConnections’ growth. Together, we have made a difference for patients 
and physicians!

The Onondaga County Medical Society is pleased to confer upon 
HealtheConnections its Distinguished Service Award for 2019.

CITATION OF AWARD FOR PHYSICIAN SERVICE  
TO THE MEDICAL SOCIETY

Presented To

ROBERT DRACKER, M.D.

Dr. Robert Dracker, you are being 
recognized for your significant 
contributions and continued service 
to the Onondaga County Medical 
Society and the Medical Society of 
the State of New York.

Your academic background is 
nothing short of exceptional. After 
graduating Phi Beta Kappa from 
NYU, you attended medical school at 
the SUNY Health Science Center at 
Syracuse, where you graduated Alpha 
Omega Alpha with honors.  You 
completed a residency and 
fellowships in Pediatrics, Pediatric 
Hematology/Oncology and 

Dr. Frank Smith (left), presented the award 
for Physician Service to the Medical Society 
to friend and colleague Dr. Robert Dracker.
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Transfusion Medicine, then obtained a Master’s degree in Health Services 
Management (MHA) and a Master’s degree in business administration (MBA). 
You are board certified in Pediatrics, Transfusion Medicine, and as a Certified 
Physician Investigator and are also certified in Managed Care Medicine and in 
Quality Assurance and Utilization Review.  

You have been an active member of the Onondaga County Medical Society 
(OCMS) since joining in 1988, serving on our Executive Council for 10 years 
before becoming the OCMS President in 2009. During your term you were 
a strong presence in the media and an active and vocal advocate on behalf of 
your colleagues and the children in our community, as you remain today. 

As president of OCMS, you initiated an effort that encouraged physicians to 
donate to the White Coat Ceremony fund at Upstate College of Medicine to 
show their support for future physicians, and each year you continue to be a 
generous contributor and strong supporter of this time-honored tradition. 
Your own dedication to medical students is apparent, as you are now president 
of the Alumni Foundation of the SUNY College of Medicine. 

You began a tradition of personally sponsoring the OCMS Retired Physician’s 
luncheon each year, and you attend the event whenever possible to thank your 
colleagues and former mentors for helping you along your career path. In 
recognition of the inspiring contributions of the physicians who contributed 
to your own development, it was your idea to include a category for Retired 
Physician Service to the Community in our Medical Service Awards. 

Currently you serve as Chairman of the Heart, Lung and Cancer Committee 
for the Medical Society of New York State, a position you have held since 
2015. You also serve on the boards of many other esteemed organizations and 
agencies.

Your dedication to our organization is clear, and the Onondaga County 
Medical Society is pleased and honored to recognize you as the 2019 recipient 
of the Society’s Award for Physician Service to the Medical Society.
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CITATION OF AWARD FOR PHYSICIAN SERVICE  
TO THE COMMUNITY

Presented To

SUNNY ASLAM, M.D.

Dr. Sunny Aslam, you are being 
honored tonight by the Onondaga 
County Medical Society not only for 
your contributions to the community 
in the field of addiction psychiatry, 
but for your past and ongoing 
work with addicted and chronically 
psychiatrically ill patients in Syracuse. 

As an addiction psychiatrist at Upstate 
Medical University’s Psychiatry 
depart ment, you teach and work 
at the Upstate Addiction and Pain 
Management Clinic. 

In your free time—and without 
payment—you make rounds to 
the shelters at the Rescue Mission 
and Catholic Charities and travel 

the streets of Syracuse with John Tumino of In My Father’s Kitchen to do 
outreach to individuals who are homeless. You also join volunteers each year 
for the Point-in-Time (PIT) count, hitting the Syracuse streets on a single, 
freezing day and night in January, part of a national effort to help the federal 
government track the rates of homelessness and direct funding for shelters and 
services to those regions with greatest need.

You form relationships with individuals living on the street who are often 
unconnected to shelters and service agencies. Your treat each person with 
dignity and respect, slowly building trust and hope, handing out your cell 
phone number to those who will take it in the hopes that in the future they 
will come to you for assistance. Many of those you care for suffer from mental 
illness and drug and alcohol addiction, and you have been an invaluable 
part of the team dedicated to caring these patients as they progress in their 
treatment for schizophrenia and recovery from addiction.

Dr. Sunny Aslam (left), Physician Service 
to the Community Award recipient, with 
Medical Student Robertha Barnes.
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You are continually on the lookout for efforts to secure grants to provide 
more access to services, including peer specialists, for addicted and psychiatric 
patients who are homeless in Onondaga County. You have a vision for funding 
a psychiatric care and addiction treatment program which would be part 
of Upstate’s medical school and engage medical students in learning and 
providing medical care to individuals who are homeless. 

Your sense of compassion for others was fostered through observing your 
father, a vascular surgeon in rural Maine, who was known for caring for 
patients who could not pay. Today you continue to honor your father’s 
philosophy of unconditional care for anyone who needs your assistance, as well 
as mirroring his devotion to family. When you are not working tirelessly for 
the disadvantaged and underserved populations, you have said you are most 
likely to be spending time with your daughters “at gymnastics meets with Haya 
(6) and softball games watching Ayesha (14) strike out batter after batter.”

Your actions bring honor to all you serve and to the medical profession itself, 
and we are grateful for your service. 

The Onondaga County Medical Society is pleased and proud to present to you 
the 2019 Award for Physician Service to the Community.

CITATION OF AWARD FOR COMMENDABLE SERVICE  
BY A RETIRED PHYSICIAN TO THE COMMUNITY

Presented to

FREDERICK PARKER, J.R., M.D.

Dr. Frederick Parker, you have long been recognized 
for your excellence in patient care and passionate 
philanthropy. 

A true son of Upstate New York, you were born and 
raised in Lowville, attended college and medical 
school at the University of Rochester, then did 

Frederick Parker Jr., MD, Retired Physician Service  
to the Community Award recipient
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surgical and thoracic surgical residencies at Albany Medical Center. 

In the 1960’s, cardiac surgery (starting with such procedures as closed mitral 
commissurotomy) had a very high mortality rate, which remained high when 
open heart surgery with the aid of the cardiopulmonary bypass machine was 
first added. You were recruited in 1971 by Dr. Watts Webb to assist in the 
development of a cardiac surgery program at Upstate University Hospital, 
and the result of this partnership was that more patients at Upstate began to 
survive heart surgery. 

In 1976 you became Chief of Cardiothoracic and Program Director of the 
Residency in Thoracic Surgery, bringing high quality cardiac surgical care 
to the Central New York region. In 1991 you were appointed Chair of the 
Department of Surgery at Upstate and led it into the modern era of surgical 
care. Many surgeons of all kinds in our county and beyond benefitted from 
your leadership and superb role modeling. 

Since your retirement in 2001 you have devoted yourself to philanthropic 
causes, raising countless dollars for funds and programs that serve our 
community. You are a dedicated member of the University of Rochester 
alumni community and former chairman and past president of the Syracuse 
Symphony Orchestra. In addition, you have supported your wife, Virginia 
“Ginny” Parker, in her efforts to start a Montessori school in Syracuse and to 
advocate for Syracuse Stage. 

As Professor Emeritus you remain involved in the educational and service 
missions of Upstate, currently serving as Vice Chair of the Upstate Foundation 
Board. You received the President’s Award for Excellence in Philanthropy in 
2015 and the President’s Award for Faculty Service in 2019.

Your ongoing legacy to the medical staff of Upstate and the greater regional 
medical community is one of service, humility, generosity and good 
citizenship. The Onondaga County Medical Society is honored to present you 
with the 2019 Commendable Service by a Retired Physician to the Community 
Award.
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CITATION OF AWARD FOR  
ORGANIZATION SERVICE TO MEDICAL CARE

Presented To

SHE MATTERS®

The She Matters® program 
is an Upstate Cancer Center 
community outreach 
program operated in 
conjunction with the 
Syracuse Housing Authority. 
The program uses Resident 
Health Advocates (RHAs) 
who live in public housing 
to educate their peers and to 
encourage their neighbors 
to be annually screened 
for breast cancer. The goal 
is to reduce breast cancer 
health disparities seen in 
low-income women, with 
a specific focus on African 

American women, as their tumors are all too often found at a later, more 
advanced stage when there are fewer treatment options. 

The Onondaga County Community Profile Report identifies low income, 
inner-city African American women as those most at risk of early onset breast 
cancer and having the highest levels of late stage diagnosis. Their difficult 
lives pose challenging barriers to care and equitable healthcare programs such 
as She Matters® are vital to addressing such barriers. She Matters® focuses 
on women living in Syracuse Housing Authority locations and other lower-
income areas, including women who reside in Pioneer Homes, Toomey Abbot 
and Oliver Almus, James Geddes, Ross Tower, and Vinette Tower public 
housing complexes.

The She Matters® RHAs are continually trained by Upstate staff and, with close 
oversight, have become knowledgeable about breast cancer and screening. 
They provide support by going to appointments with patients and staying in 
the waiting room until the mammogram is completed. RHAs also make annual 

Dr. Lisa Lai (far left) presented the Award for 
Organization Service to the Community to She 
Matters® staff members (l to r): Linda Veit, Rachel 
Ryan, Liz Fuertes-Binder and Janet Bacon.
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phone calls to remind patients of their upcoming appointment. 

The She Matters® program has been in existence for six years with over 600 
mammograms completed and over 3,000 women receiving breast cancer 
education. Upstate’s breast cancer professionals guide any women with 
suspicious findings through appropriate treatment and care at Upstate. 
Through collaborative community partners, women will access free and low-
cost medical services as well as other resources to alleviate financial and other 
barriers to care. This unique, targeted public health partnership between 
Upstate Medical University and Syracuse Housing has helped to bridge the gap 
for underserved women.  Given that with early detection of breast cancer there 
is a 93% chance of survival, the She Matters® program has doubtless saved lives 
along the way. 

The Onondaga County Medical Society is honored to recognize She Matters® 
as the 2019 recipient of the Society’s Award for Organization Service to 
Medical Care.

JERRY HOFFMAN ADVOCACY AWARD

Presented To

ZACHARY VISCO
OCMS MEDICAL STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE AND  

UPSTATE AMA CHAPTER PRESIDENT

Zachary Visco, tonight we 
celebrate your advocacy efforts 
on behalf of American Medicine.  

Your mother, a pharmacist, and 
father, a physician, showed you 
the importance of advocating for 
others at an early age, and you 

Zachary Visco, Jerry Hoffman 
Advocacy Award recipient, is pictured 
left with his parents, Dr. Anthony and 
Jessica Visco.
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have said that it was their example that led you to pursue a career in medicine 
and to “learn how to use my voice and my time to elevate and benefit others.”

When you were an engineering undergraduate at Duke University, you 
volunteered at Duke Children’s Hospital, where you first began working 
directly with patients. As a SUNY Upstate Medical student you continued to 
volunteer with children as a member of PedsPals, a program providing Upstate 
Golisano Children’s Hospital patients with tutoring and mentorship. 

You first served as the MS1 Student Representative for Upstate’s AMA chapter, 
then as its President.  During your time as Representative and President, you 
have worked tirelessly to recruit student members. You sent a representative to 
the AMA annual meeting and reviewed policy resolutions for floor debate at 
the Medical Society of the State of New York medical student meetings. 

It was Dr. Brian Johnson, Past President of the Onondaga County Medical 
Society (OCMS), who first encouraged you to become active in the Society 
as a member of his new Innovations Committee, which was formed to find 
novel solutions to healthcare problems. Since then you have been a dedicated, 
insightful member of several other OCMS boards, sharing the Medical Student 
perspective with physicians on the OCMS Bylaws, Long Range Planning, and 
Legislative Advocacy Committees.  You have been an involved and reliable 
Medical Student Representative to the Onondaga County Medical Society 
Executive Council, and we consider ourselves fortunate to have you as a 
student member. 

As OCMS Medical Student Representative, you spoke to legislators at our 
annual Legislative Forum about the need to increase the cap on residency 
positions, and recruited other medical students to speak about the importance 
of equal access to health care and the need for increased vaccine coverage. 
You have worked to provide opportunities for your peers to engage with 
the physicians and advocate for issues that impact them and others in their 
communities.

You have pledged to continue your advocacy work throughout the rest of your 
medical career, and it is fitting that you, with your passion for advocacy and 
community, are the 2019 recipient of the Jerry Hoffman Advocacy Award.
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The Onondaga County Medical Society would like to thank the Physicians 
Foundation for once again sponsoring 20 Upstate Medical Student tickets 

to our Annual Awards Dinner. What a great way to introduce our future 
physicians to the benefits that collegial physicians’ organizations offer in terms 
of leadership, networking and advocacy.  

Thank You  
Physicians Foundation

https://physiciansfoundation.org/
https://physiciansfoundation.org/
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ONONDAGA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

2019 Annual  
Dinner Sponsors

Sponsors
The Onondaga County Medical Society would like to thank  

the following sponsors for their support:

AV Sound Right

Crouse Health

Charles J. Sellers & Co. Inc.

MLMIC Insurance Co.

Nascentia Health

https://www.avsoundright.com/
https://www.crouse.org/
https://www.sellersinsurance.com/
https://www.mlmic.com/
https://www.nascentiahealth.org/
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Improved Healthcare. It’s Here.

James M. Bandoblu CPAs

Empower Federal Credit Union

Excellus BlueCross BlueShield

FamilyCare Medical Group

HealtheConnections

Noble Health Services and Kinney Drugs

https://www.empowerfcu.com/
https://www.excellusbcbs.com/
http://www.fcmg.org/
https://www.healtheconnections.org/
https://noblehealthservices.com/
https://www.kinneydrugs.com/
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Ansun Graphics

CNY Business Journal / 

Embassy Suites by  
Hilton Destiny USA

Employee Benefits Systems, Inc.

MVP Healthcare

Norris McLaughlin, P.A.

One Digital / The Wladis Co.

Pep Talk Health LLC

SUNY Upstate Medical University

Syracuse Crunch

Teamsters Local 1149/CNY 
Physician Alliance

Upstate Medical Alumni 
Foundation

Well Now

Biz Eventz

https://www.ansungraphics.com
https://www.ansungraphics.com
https://www.cnybj.com/
https://www.cnybj.com/
https://www.cnybj.com/
https://www.cnybj.com/
https://embassysuites3.hilton.com/en/hotels/new-york/embassy-suites-by-hilton-syracuse-destiny-usa-SYRDEES/index.html?SEO_id=GMB-ES-SYRDEES
https://embassysuites3.hilton.com/en/hotels/new-york/embassy-suites-by-hilton-syracuse-destiny-usa-SYRDEES/index.html?SEO_id=GMB-ES-SYRDEES
https://www.mvphealthcare.com/
https://www.mvphealthcare.com/
https://www.cnybj.com/bizeventz/
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S AV E  T H E  DAT E !  
Group Rates of 20% Off and More!  

Bring your family or bring a friend--OCMS members and nonmember physicians are welcome! 
Come join us at Greek Peak for a day on the slopes over the holiday weekend to meet up with 
other physicians from OCMS and other Central New York medical societies in the 5th and 6th 
District. Attendees and their guests will receive discounted rates on rooms, spa services, ski 
lessons and all other outdoor activities. Relax and enjoy some winter fun with your family, 
friends and colleagues before the season’s over!  

Check in on January 17th and receive a special room rate of $179 per night on Northwoods 
rooms. (Regularly $315). Click here for more discounted room rates. There are a limited number 
of rooms available, so get your group together now! This MLK Weekend holiday rate is 
guaranteed until December 19th. RSVP by calling Greek Peak at (866) 764-7017 and tell them 
you are with the Medical Society to take advantage of this deal--a significant savings on this 
holiday weekend. For full details on discounted services available to you that weekend, click 
here.  

January 17-18, 2020 
FFrriieennddss  aanndd  FFaammiillyy  SSkkii  aanndd  SSttaayy  

Call the Onondaga County Medical Society, (315) 424-8118 for more information or to RSVP 

https://files.constantcontact.com/cc5ef1d9301/93759989-f21a-4c6f-9ece-ab0d1b3763ce.pdf
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/OCMS-Friends-and-Family-Ski-and-Stay-Weekend-January-17-18.html?soid=1115032643020&aid=Sw_HFcw40dc
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5th and 6th District Retreat

Members of MSSNY’s 5th and 6th districts gathered at the historic 
Otesaga Resort Hotel in downtown Cooperstown on November 8th and 

9th for their annual retreat. 

After an informal get-together at the home of Dr. Brian White, 6th District 
Vice President, on Friday evening, the attendees moved to the Iroquois Room 
at the Otesaga for dinner and a presentation from Assemblyman John Salka. 
Dr. White welcomed physicians to the retreat on Saturday morning and 
proposed a discussion on the development of a five-year regional strategy 
for the 5th and 6th district counties. Dr. Arthur Fougner, MSSNY President, 
and Moe Auster, Esq, Senior Vice President of Legislative Affairs for MSSNY, 
spoke about legislative issues of concern to physicians. Danielle Fogel, Esq., of 
MLMIC provided information on OPMs procedures; Dr. Caroline Gomez-
DiCesare shared information on physician wellness; and Dr. Chris Kjolhede 

explained how adverse childhood 
experiences can forecast the 
future.  The retreat concluded 
with a review of resolutions for 
submission to the 2020 MSSNY 
House of Delegates.

 
Dr. Arthur Fougner, MSSNY President; 
Assemblyman John Salka 121st District, 
and Dr. Reginald Knight, President 
Otsego County Medical Society

5th and 6th District Retreat Attendees
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Bad Blood: 
Secrets and Lies in a 

Silicon Valley Startup
JOYCE GARBER, MD

There are so many medical and scientific scandals in the news today, but 
perhaps one of the most bizarre is detailed in the book Bad Blood: Secrets 

and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup, the story of Theranos, a multibillion-dollar 
biotech startup founded by Elizabeth Holmes which eventually led to the ruin 
of most, if not all, who were involved.

Elizabeth Holmes, the founder of the blood testing startup, Theranos, came 
from a distinguished family. Her ancestors included the founder of the 
Fleishmann Yeast company and the doctor who established Cincinnati General 
Hospital and the University of Cincinnati Medical School. Her father, Christian 
Holmes, was an Enron executive. 

Young Elizabeth aspired to be a billionaire when she grew up. She was a 
hardworking, straight-A student who only needed a few hours of sleep a 
night. She entered Stanford University as a chemical Engineering major. The 
move brought her back to Silicon Valley where the family had lived before. 
Between her Freshman and Sophomore years, she had a summer internship in 
Singapore where she tested specimens for a new illness called SARS. She felt 
there had to be a better way than nasal swabs and blood draws. Her mother, 
Noel Holmes, had a needle phobia and would faint at the sight of blood. Ms. 
Holmes dropped out of Stanford at age 19 to invent a system to collect and 
test blood. She called her invention Edison. The very small portable device was 
supposed to run as many as 70 tests on one drop of blood. The device added 
saline and reagents to the sample through tiny channels controlled by valves. 
The cassette-like device then wen tin to a reader, which had a cellular antenna 
to send results to a doctor using a dedicated server. Did it work? No, it was 
unreliable. 

Think about how false test results could endanger the health of many, many 
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patients. The device was installed in testing centers in many Walgreens stores. 
Another retail partner was Safeway, who wanted to have employee health care 
done in house to lower costs. 

This idea seemed so revolutionary and useful that funding came from Larry 
Ellison, Rupert Murdoch, the Walton family and many others from Silicon 
Valley, Stanford and wealthy family friends. This unicorn startup was valued at 
$9 billion at its apex. Famous people joined the Board of Directors, including 
Henry Kissinger, Bob Kraft, Carlos Slim, James Mattis, George Schultz and Sam 
Nunn. The only person with a medical background was Bill Frist the Senator 
who was a transplant surgeon. Famed attorned David Boies advised the Board 
and played a villainous role defending Theranos and legally threatening 
and silencing critics past the point when the house of cards was collapsing. 
David Boies hounded a key engineer into suicide as he was forced to defend a 
system he knew did not work. General James Mattis was spearheading a DOD 
contract. Real scientists at Fort Detrick slow walked it until the General was 
transferred. 

Elizabeth Holmes was a world class spender on the corporate accounts. She 
kept a private plane, bodyguards, drivers, a very well-paid publicist, a mansion 
and headquarters rented at $1 million per month. 

Ms. Holmes had nine different law firms on retainer. She was constantly 
accompanied by a Siberian Husky that she claimed was a wolf. The dog soiled 
the office floors habitually. 

Knowledgeable, intelligent employees who saw that the collection and testing 
systems were flawed were terminated and escorted out of the building when 
they raised serious concerns. They were accused of not being team players but 
they were disturbed to see these systems used on vulnerable patient groups. 
Staff turnover was very high and morale was very low. The few who stayed on 
were profiteers or those who could deny reality and hope for a breakthrough, 
or turnaround or miracle in the technology. Ms. Holmes promised leaps 
forward at all staff meetings. She was noticeably unfazed by any setbacks 
and flew all over the world looking for wealthy backers. She was brilliant, 
attractive and charismatic. She chose to dress in the style of famous Silicon 
Valle entrepreneurs. She wore black turtlenecks in the mode of Steve Jobs. She 
drank strange liquids prepared by a private chef and her voice was pitched in 
a baritone range, although she could speak normally. Her dog/wolf and team 
of bodyguards went everywhere with her. She appeared happy and confident 
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despite government investigations and wholesale departure of employees. 
When one or two Board Members finally started to challenge her, she 
reconfigured the Board. Ultimately she was criminally charged with 11 felony 
counts including conspiracy.

I remember reading an early investigatory piece. A reporter went to Walgreens 
with an order for lab work. He expected a finger stick but several tubes of 
blood were drawn He was told that more blood was needed for his particular 
tests. I suspect that a company like Walgreens did not want the liability of 
using a system that was attracting questions. In truth the original system only 
could have worked for one category of blood tests, but the insistence on only 
one drop of blood and a miniaturized processing system made even those tests 
unreliable. Companies and investors wanted demonstrations of the technology. 
They had to be faked. More blood and real equipment was substituted to make 
the pitch. 

Theranos was a toxic workplace. Ms. Holmes picked up a partner who was 
a bully and enforcer and named him COO. He created false financials with 
wildly inflated revenues and profits that went to investors and hedge funds. 
The prestige of the Board and the Boies law firm provided cover. Theranos 
only failed when they tried the con on groups with real scientific knowledge, 
such as Novartis. 

So what have we learned? A very large number of patients may have had false 
positives, false negatives and bad numbers in blood work that they and their 
doctors relied on. The book Bad Blood describes medical practices sending 
comparison samples to other labs. Complaints were met with lawsuit threats 
for contract violations. Did Elizabeth Holmes and her COO care? Apparently 
not at all. They had no remorse. Workers had to start employment with 
non-disclosure agreements. Using the excuse of proprietary secrets they were 
forbidden to work collaboratively or even discuss their work with each other. 

Elizabeth Holmes worked hard and slept little. She spent enormous sums and 
was grandiose in the trappings of self-importance. Her insistence on minimal 
blood and microdevices sabotaged her invention. She lied easily and lacked 
empathy to the point of deliberate cruelty. She worshipped wealth and status 
and sought out people she could use. She practiced pure deceit to further her 
narcissistic and monetary needs. But what was wrong with her enablers? 

These were men in leadership positions. The women in Theranos caught 
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on and left more quickly. It has always been easier to fool members of the 
opposite sex. Ms. Holmes’ attractive appearance, education, intellect and 
pedigree caused a remarkable absence of due diligence. Employees who left 
were retaliated against by Ms. Homes, her COO and her lawyers. They were 
quite paranoid about protecting technology that did not work. The investors 
and enablers wanted to make a killing in a Silicon Valley Startup. That was the 
common denominator. 

We know the psychology of refusing to believe that you have been cheated or 
bested. It is such a bitter pill to swallow that you stay in the con too long and 
fling off the naysayers. 

This woman has created a lot of wreckage. Patients’ treatment was based on 
false data. Medical practitioners, professionals and educated young people were 
swept into a business scam that harmed their careers and confidence. Investors 
and board members lost large sums of money and harmed their reputations. 
Bad Blood is a cautionary tale to be sure.

Membership Renewal 
Incentive Prize
Pay Your 2020 Dues Before the New Year!

The Onondaga County Medical Society will enter all who pay their 
2020 dues in full by January 1st in a drawing for a $100 gift certificate 
to Maxwell’s restaurant here in Syracuse! 

Call us at (315) 424-8118, or email oncms@oncms.org if you need an 
invoice.

Thank you, and we look forward to serving you in the new year!

http://www.maxwellssyracuse.com/
mailto:oncms@oncms.org
http://www.maxwellssyracuse.com/
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The Legal 
Treatment

DAVID N. VOZZA, ESQ.

Private Investments in Healthcare

The consolidation of healthcare practices and 
health systems continues to be a paramount 

theme underlying the industry.  Spurred by hyper-
regulation, overbearing pressure by commercial and 
government payors and the trend towards value-
based reimbursement schemes, practitioners found 
that affiliating with larger entities able to coordinate 
care more efficiently provided them the stability 
required to optimally treat patients.  At the same 
time, it decreased their administrative responsibilities.  

There being a benefit to scale, these entities also provided practitioners 
access to additional ancillary services, improved infrastructure, and increased 
reimbursements from payors.

As a result, healthcare practices have become much more attractive to 
private investors.  Approaching almost 20 percent of the national GDP, 
private investors are seeking to capitalize on these trends by entering into 
financial relationships with these healthcare practices and health systems.  
Of course, that is not without its own legal implications.  In New York state, 
non-physician ownership in a medical practice remains strictly prohibited.  
Colloquially known as the Corporate Practice of Medicine (CPOM) doctrine, 
the law in New York generally provides that medical licenses are provided to 
individual practitioners whose practice and judgment must be free from the 
intrusion of outside business interests.  

 Other relevant law provides as follows:

David Vozza, Esq.
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•  Business Corporation Law authorizes the issuance of shares in a professional 
corporation only to those authorized to practice the profession.  Therefore, 
interest in a medical professional corporation could be issued only to 
licensed physicians, and shares issued in violation of this rule would actually 
be considered void;

•  Likewise, Limited Liability Law provides that members be licensed and 
actively practicing.

In light of these prohibitions, private investors have acquired, or otherwise 
invested in, what are known as Management Service Organizations (“MSO”).  
For a fee, MSO’s generally perform some or all of the administrative functions 
of medical practice, allowing practitioners to focus their attention on patient 
care.  These services are memorialized in a management service agreement 
that emphasizes the role of the MSO as bring non-clinical and distinct from 
those judgments required for the actual treatment of patients.  Leaving these 
“back-office” and business functions to the MSO results in a more efficient and 
productive practice.  Since the management services performed by the MSO 
are not considered the actual provision of medicine, these arrangements do not 
run afoul of the CPOM doctrine or related regulations.

These arrangements are not without legal jeopardy, however.  Physicians must 
consult with healthcare counsel to ensure the management services agreement 
and the actions of the parties remain compliant with the applicable law.  Some 
necessary considerations are as follows:

•  The physician-owners/members of the professional corporation or 
professional limited liability company must be allowed to practice medicine 
and assert their own independent judgment in furtherance thereof, without 
any interference by the MSO;

•  The management fee must be a flat amount and set at fair market value for 
the services rendered.  To that end, practices are encouraged to, via their 
healthcare counsel, retain accountants who specialize in appraising the fair 
market value of these services.  Moreover, the management fee must not be 
based on a percentage of the revenue of the practice;

•  While the MSO may have some standing to consult with the physicians 
regarding certain business aspects of the practice, the MSO must not exert 
control or be deemed to supervise the physicians.  Likewise, the practice’s 
accounts receivable and medical records must remain in the possession and 
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control of the practice;

•  When entering into these arrangements, it is strongly encouraged that a 
practice evaluate its relationships with third parties who may refer patients, 
to ensure compliance with both federal and state Stark and Anti-kickback 
law regulations.

If you have any questions, we invite you to contact David N. Vozza at  
dnvozza@norris-law.com.  You can also contact Norris McLaughlin, P.A., by 
calling our Healthcare Hotline at (888) 861-1141 or visiting our website at 
www.norrismclaughlin.com.

This Health Care Law Article provides information about current 
legal developments of general interest in the area of health care. The 
information contained in this Alert should not be construed as legal 
advice, and readers should not act upon such without professional 
counsel. Copyright © 2019 Norris McLaughlin & Marcus, P.A.

mailto:dnvozza@norris-law.com
http://www.norrismclaughlin.com
http://www.norrismclaughlin.com
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Each year the Upstate Medical University Alumni Foundation awards two 
Upstate Medical Students the Onondaga County Medical Society Medical 

Student Scholarship.  

This year the two scholarships were for $5,500 each, and were awarded to 
Joseph F. Toth III, Class of 2020, and John J. Paliakkara, Class of 2023, at the 
Alumni Scholarship Ceremony on Sept 20, 2019.  

Both students wrote letters to thank OCMS for its support, which can be 
viewed by clicking here:  

Joseph F. Toth III

John J. Paliakkara

OCMS is happy to support our future physicians! 

Pictured above are (l to r) Interim Dean of Upstate Medical University’s College of Medicine, 
Lawrence Chin, MD; Upstate Interim President Mantosh Dewan, MD; OCMS Student 
Scholarship award winner John J. Paliakkara, Class of 2023; OCMS Executive Director Erika 
Barry; and Dennis D. Daly, M.D.

ONONDAGA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Medical Scholarship

http://www.oncms.org/images/Joseph%20Toth%20Letter.jpg
http://www.oncms.org/images/John%20Paliakkara%20letter%20student%20scholarship.jpg
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Anthony Chiaravolloti, MD

Anthony Chiaravolloti, MD, is a board-certified 
dermatologist practicing at Reflections Dermatology & 
Psoriasis Center and Mohs & Reconstructive Surgery 
Center, 7040 Manlius Center Rd., East Syracuse. Dr. 
Chiaravolloti received his medical degree from SUNY 
Upstate Medical University, where he was inducted 
into the national medical honor society, Alpha Omega 
Alpha.  After an internship at St. Joseph’s Hospital in 
Syracuse, Dr. Chiaravolloti completed his Dermatology 
residency and a fellowship in Micrographic Surgery and 
Dermatologic Oncology at University of Connecticut 
Health Center. During this additional year at UConn, 
he performed Mohs Micrographic Surgery, advanced 
reconstructive surgery and cosmetic dermatology. During 
this fellowship, he performed over 1,300 cases of Mohs 
Surgery and collaborated on the most complex cases 
of skin cancer at the institution. Dr. Chiaravalloti has 
authored numerous book chapters and scientific papers 
in peer reviewed journals in the field of dermatology 

WELCOME 
New Members

Assia Benhacene, MD

Assia Benhacene, MD, a board-certified anesthesiologist, has joined Upstate 
Department of Anesthesiology at SUNY Upstate Medical University, 750 E. 
Adams St., Ste. UH 4143, Syracuse. Dr. Benhacene graduated from the School 
of Medicine Annaba in Annaba, Algeria. She completed her internship in 
internal medicine and anesthesiology residency at the Cleveland Clinic 
Foundation in Cleveland, OH, where she also did a fellowship in Cardiothoracic 
Anesthesiology. Dr. Benhacene can be reached at (315) 464-4720. 
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including the Journal of the American Academy of 
Dermatology (JAAD) and Dermatologic Surgery. He won 
the Best Publication Award during his time at UConn 
for his research in melanoma and is a member of the 
American Academy of Dermatology, American Society for 
Dermatologic Surgery, and the American College of Mohs 
Surgery. He can be reached at his office, (315) 478-1100.

Anthony Feghali, MD,

Anthony Feghali, MD, is a board-certified surgeon with 
Upstate Surgery, 750 E. Adams St., Rm. 8141 in Syracuse. 
Dr. Feghali received his medical degree from George 
Washington University. He did his General Surgery 
residency at Syracuse SUNY Upstate Medical University 
and Syracuse University, and completed a Fellowship in 
Vascular Surgery at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital 
in Philadelphia. Dr. Feghali speaks English, Arabic and 
French. He can be reached at his office, (315) 464-6241. 
Click here to open an Upstate Medical University interview 
with Dr. Feghali. 

Sara Quinn, MD 

Sara Quinn, MD, is board-certified in obstetrics and 
gynecology. She has joined the Women’s Wellness Place 
practice located at 739 Irving Avenue, Ste. 530 in Syracuse, 
NY 13210. Dr. Quinn received her medical degree from 
Ross University School of Medicine with highest honors 
and did her obstetrics and gynecology residency at St. Luke’s 
University Medical Center in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Dr. 
Quinn can be reached at her office, (315) 478-1158. 

Ranjna Sharma, MD

Ranjna Sharma, MD, is a board-certified surgeon with the 
Upstate Department of Surgery, 750 E. Adams St., Rm. 8141 
in Syracuse, NY 13210.  Dr. Sharma received her MD from 
Ohio State University. She did her residencies in General 
Surgery at Cleveland Clinic Foundation and University of 
Illinois College of Medicine at Chicago, and a fellowship 

https://www.upstate.edu/surgery/healthcare/vascular/team.php?empID=feghalia
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in Breast Surgical Oncology at the University of Texas, 
Anderson Cancer Center. Dr. Ranjna is a member of the 
American Society of Breast Surgeons (ASBS), American 
College of Surgeons (ACS), and the Society of Surgical 
Oncology (SSO). She can be reached at her office, (315) 
464-8224. 

Amirfarbod Yazdanyar, MD, PhD, 

Amirfarbod Yazdanyar, MD, PhD, is an ophthalmologist at 
Upstate Medical University. Dr. Yazdanyar is an assistant 
professor of Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences and treats 
patients with a variety of vitreoretinal diseases. He received 
his medical degree from Azad University, School of 
Medicine in Tehran, Iran. Dr. Yazdanyar did an internship 
at Elmhurst Hospital Center, Mount Sinai School of 
Medicine, and residency at SUNY Downstate Medical 
Center. He completed his PhD in cell biology at SUNY 
downstate and his surgical retina fellowship at University 
of California Davis Medical Center.

Dr. Yazdanyar received the SUNY chancellors award and 
Raymond R. Margherio fellowship award from Retina 
Society for his research, and the Association of University 
Professors of Ophthalmology (AUPO)/RPB resident /
fellow Research Award. His lab is studying the role of lipid 
metabolism pathways in retinal diseases such as age-related 
macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic retinopathy 
(DR). He can be reached at (315) 464-5253.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/myncbi/1zALUPJfCAdwW-/bibliography/public/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/myncbi/1zALUPJfCAdwW-/bibliography/public/
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Residents and Medical Students
There’s Still Time to Participate in the  

MSSNY Poster Symposium!

The 2020 Poster Symposium will be held on Friday, April 24, 2020 at 
the Westchester Marriott Hotel in Tarrytown, NY.  Submit abstracts as 

email attachments in MS WORD, 10 point Arial font, to sbennett@mssny.org. 
Deadline is Monday, February 3, 2020 at 4 pm. Click here for Guidelines. 

To see last year’s submissions and winners see the 2019 Abstract Book here. 

Click here for photos and posters. Password is houseny. 

mailto:sbennett@mssny.org
https://www.mssny.org/Documents/RFS/Guidelines_2020.pdf
https://www.mssny.org/Documents/RFS/Medical_Society_Abstract_Book_FEB_2019.pdf
https://mssny.smugmug.com/
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31st Annual Herbert 
Lourie Memorial Lecture  
on Health Policy

Dr. Keith Humphreys delivered the 31st Annual Herbert Lourie Memorial 
Lecture on Health Policy on Thursday, September 5, 2019 titled 

“Marijuana Legalization: Beyond Yes or No”. Dr. Humphreys’ talk focused on 
the marijuana legalization movement, which states are getting it right and 
wrong, and what the research says about the implications of legalization for 
public health. 

Dr. Humphreys is the Esther Ting Memorial Professor at Stanford University 
and a Senior Research Career Scientist at the VA Health Services Research 
Center in Palo Alto. His research addresses the prevention and treatment of 
addictive disorders, the formation of public policy about addiction and mental 
health, and transfer of knowledge from clinical trials into clinical practice. 
Humphreys has published over 300 scientific articles including papers in New 
England Journal of Medicine, Science, JAMA, Lancet, and Addiction. He is also 
a regular contributor at The Washington Post. In addition to his scientific 
work, Dr. Humphreys has been extensively involved in the formation of public 
policy, having served as a member of the White House Commission on Drug 
Free Communities, the VA National Mental Health Task Force, the National 
Advisory Council of the U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, and the California Blue Ribbon Commission on Marijuana 
Policy. During the Obama Administration, he spent a sabbatical year as Senior 
Policy Advisor at the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy. He 
has also testified on numerous occasions in Congress, in state legislatures, and 
in the U.K. Parliament. 

About the Lourie Lecture 

The Herbert Lourie Memorial Lecture is jointly sponsored by Syracuse 
University’s Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs and the Central 
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New York Community Foundation, Inc., and is administered by the Center for 
Policy Research.

Herbert Lourie, MD, was a distinguished member of the national and 
international medical communities in the field of neurosurgery, as well as 
a physician who understood medicine as a high calling that demands the 
utmost of skill, intellect, compassion and character. With his untimely death 
in 1987, our community lost a beloved healer, teacher, and leader. A generous 
outpouring of money by his many friends, patients, colleagues, and family 
funds this lecture series on health care policy and the allocation of health care 
resources.

View Video of 2019 Lecture / View pdf
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• Immunoglobulin Therapy, including IVIG, 
RhoGam, and HepBig

• Monoclonal Therapy including   
Remicade, Entyvio, Orencia, Tysabri,
Stelara, In�ectra, and Ren�exis

• Antibiotic Administration
• High Dose Steroid Therapy

• Parenteral Hydration
• Hyperemesis Therapy
• Therapeutic Phlebotomy
• Prolastin Therapy
• Boniva, Reclast and 

Prolia Treatments

• Immune Suppressive Treatments
• Nutritional, Fluid and 

Electrolyte Supplementation
• Vascular Access Device Placement

and Maintenance
• Parenteral Iron Therapy

OUTPATIENT INFUSION/NYS LICENSED TRANSFUSION CENTER

THE INFUSACARE DIFFERENCE
• Minimal referral requirements
• Immediate patient scheduling
• Physician on site at all times

• Continuous medical supervision by nursing sta�
• Follow-up treatment documentation
• Comfortable, pleasant environment ensuring patient satisfaction

QUALITY CARE FOR PATIENTS OF ALL AGES

INFUSACARE™
MEDICAL SERVICES, P.C.

4811 Buckley Road, Liverpool, NY 13088
Ph. (315) 457-3091 • Fax (315) 457-4305

Dr. Robert A. Dracker • Medical Director

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xJIMCcGJ0U&feature=youtu.be
https://www.maxwell.syr.edu/uploadedFiles/cpr/publications/cpr_policy_briefs/pb55.pdf
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THE 2020 HOUSE OF  

Delegates & Resolutions 

The Annual Meeting of the MSSNY House of Delegates will take place 
from Friday, April 24 through Sunday, April 26.  The location for the 2020 

meeting will be at The Westchester Marriot in Tarrytown, New York.  The 
House will convene at 8 AM on Friday and adjourn at approximately noon 
time on Sunday.

Represented at the Annual House of Delegates are sixty county medical 
societies, New York State medical specialty societies, medical and osteopathic 
schools, district branches and the special sections of the Medical Society 
membership (i.e. young physicians, resident physicians, medical students). The 
elected leadership of MSSNY also attends the House of Delegates as voting 
members.

 The House of Delegates is the final authority on all activities of the Medical 
Society of the State of New York.  The Annual meeting provides direction for 
leadership and staff and determines official positions of the organization and 
sets its policies. This year the Onondaga County Medical Society will once 
again send seven physician delegates to represent our county society at this 
convention, which a total of 330 physicians from all over the state attend. 
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OCMS members who wish to have an issue discussed at the HOD can write a 
resolution, (click here for directions) and either 1) submit it as an individual 
at the HOD, or 2) share it with a member of the one or more of our seven 
delegates, and ask that they bring it before the HOD. 

If you want to submit a resolution to the HOD, the deadline is Friday, March 
8th, 5:00 p.m. at the latest. All Resolutions should be submitted to Laurie Mayer 
at lmayer@mssny.org

However, if you want to submit a resolution to one of your fellow OCMS 
physician delegates to put forward on your behalf, the deadline is Friday, 
February 8th.  This deadline is earlier, to give OCMS delegates time to review 
your resolution and communicate any suggestions or questions they may have. 
These resolutions may be sent by e-mail to oncms@oncms.org, by fax (315) 
424-0614, or mailed to OCMS, 6707 Brooklawn Parkway, Ste. 4, Syracuse, NY 
13211. Choose to be heard and participate in this important process. 

Thank you Debbie Colvin 
for 30 Years with  

the Medical Society

Debbie Colvin, our Director of Finance 
for the Onondaga County Medical 

Society, celebrated 30 years of working for our 
organization this year! We so appreciate your 
commitment and dedication, and are fortunate 
to have you as a loyal employee who always 
gives her best effort.  We wish you the best now 
and in the years to come! 

https://www.mssny.org/MSSNY/About_MSSNY/House_of_Delegates/2018HOD/Resolution_Guidelines.aspx?hkey=fe845849-991b-49e7-ba51-4084a0e58eed
mailto:lmayer@mssny.org
mailto:oncms@oncms.org
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Online Personal Training 
Cancer Patients & Survivors 

Active Older Adults 
Fred Wilson, MS, Medical Technology 

Certified Cancer Exercise Specialist 
Prostate Cancer Survivor 

Fred before prostate 
cancer (age 71) 

Fred after prostate 
cancer (age 76) 

• Lower cost than one-on-one training

• Exercise video provided

• Gym not required

• Train in privacy of home

• Train at your own pace

• Train at your convenience

• Workout schedules provided

• Minimal equipment needed

• Progress monitored

• Trainer available by phone or email

fitnessafter50@gmail.com 
www.fitnessafter50.net 

315-559-1662

http://www.fitnessafter50.net
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Weight Training  
Reduces the Risk of Colon Cancer 

FRED WILSON, MS

Considerable data are available that link aerobic 
physical activity with a reduced risk of at least seven 

types of cancer. An association between weight training 
and cancer, however, has been minimally explored. Mazzilli 
and colleagues (2019)1 at the National Cancer Institute in 
Rockville, MD, and in Bethesda, MD, searched for such an 
association in 10 types of incident cancer: colon, kidney, 

bladder, breast, lung, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, prostate, pancreas, rectum, 
and melanoma.  Their study revealed that people (mostly men) who lifted 
weights had a significantly lower risk of colon cancer and a lower, but not 
significant, risk of kidney cancer.

Participants (n=215,122, aged 50 to 71 years) were part of the NIH-AARP 
Diet and Health Study established in 1995-96 with follow-up ten years later. 
The follow-up included questions about lifestyle, smoking, BMI, time spent in 
lifting weights, and related factors. Weight-lifting time per week was divided 
into three categories: no weight lifting, low weight lifting (5 min-1.5 h) and 
high weight lifting (2-10+h). First incident primary cancers among participants 
were identified from cancer registries and at least 500 cases of each cancer 
occurred during follow-up. 

Colon cancer cases totaled 1715 and kidney cancer cases totaled 851. About 
25% of participants reported at least some weight lifting. High weight lifting 
respondents were mostly white men, had a normal BMI, and were less than 65 
years of age. Weight lifting (low plus high) was associated with a statistically 
significant lower risk of colon cancer (p = 0.003) when compared with the 
no weight lifting group. A similar trend was noted for kidney cancer but the 
difference approached significance. Significant trends for other types of cancers 
were not observed. 

The results of this study are similar to those of Moore and colleagues (2016)2 
who, in a pooled analysis of 1.44 million people, found a significant association 
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(P <0.001) between leisure time physical activity and a reduced risk of colon 
cancer. A 26-study meta-analysis by Lui and coworkers (2016)3 compared 
persons who did the highest vs. the lowest amount of leisure time physical 
activity. The former category had a significantly reduced risk of colon cancer. 

The question then arises as to why the benefits of weight lifting are limited to 
colon cancer and possibly kidney cancer, when the benefits of aerobic physical 
activity include many different types of cancer. Mazzilli and colleagues suggest 
that the answer may lie in the specific effects of weight lifting vs. aerobic 
training. Weight lifting increases muscle mass and strength, which helps to 
maintain glucose homeostasis.4 This is important because high blood glucose 
levels are associated with an increased risk of colon cancer in men.5 Strength 
training also activates mTOR,6,7 a regulator of cell growth and metabolism, both 
of which are frequently dysregulated as cancer progresses.8 Strength training 
is also associated with lowering blood pressure9 which may explain the trend 
toward reduced risk for kidney cancer. 

Comment

The study of Mazzilli and colleagues sheds light on the importance of strength 
training in preventing a common type of cancer. As a prostate cancer survivor 
and Cancer Exercise Specialist certified by the American College of Sports 
Medicine, I encourage cancer patients and survivors to include strength 
training in their exercise program.

I hold a master’s degree in medical technology from Upstate Medical 
University. My clients include survivors of prostate cancer (including those 
undergoing ADT therapy), breast cancer, colon cancer, and glioblastoma. Please 
feel free to contact me at fitnessafter50@gmail.com or 315-559-1662 for a free, 
no-obligation consultation.
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In Memoriam

William C. Dwyer, MD

William C. Dwyer, MD, a life member of the Medical Society, passed away in 
Jensen Beach FL, surrounded by family on March 4th, 2019. 

He was the devoted husband of K. Ann Dwyer with whom he shared 60 
wonderful years of marriage. 

Dr. Dwyer graduated from medical school at the University of Colorado in 
1962. He trained as an anesthesiologist at St. Joseph’s Hospital then joined the 
staff at Community General Hospital in Syracuse, NY. He spent the final 9 years 
of his career at A.L. Lee Memorial Hospital in Fulton, NY. He retired in 1998.

In lieu of flowers, please send a memorial to Treasure Health Hospice; 
https://treasurehealth.org/ways-to-give/donate/. To read Dr. Dwyer’s obituary 
in its entirety, click here.

Lorne A. Runge, MD

Lorne Arthur Runge, MD, a life member of the Medical Society, died peacefully 
at home on Monday, September 23 after bravely fighting pancreatic cancer for 
nearly two years. Dr. Runge attended McGill University and its medical school 
and graduated in 1965 with his classmate, Dr. Ellen FitzPatrick Runge, his wife 
of 54 years. Together, they moved to Chicago, where they were interns at Cook 
County Hospital. Dr. Runge became a resident in medicine at the Brigham 
Hospital in Boston, followed by a fellowship in rheumatology at the Mass 
General Hospital. A research year followed at the National Research Council at 
Harrow on the Hill, London, England. He came to Syracuse in 1975 to join the 
faculty as rheumatologist at Upstate. With Dr. Patrick Riccardi, he founded the 
Arthritis Health Associates. Dr. Runge was board certified in Internal Medicine, 
Rheumatology, and Sports Medicine. 

https://treasurehealth.org/ways-to-give/donate/
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/neptune-society/obituary.aspx?n=William-Dwyer&lc=1967&pid=191746332&mid=8194196
https://edwardjryanandson.com/tribute/details/1651/Marcia-Kirsch-M-D/condolences.html#content-start.
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He is survived by his wife, Ellen Runge; brother; Edward Runge of Nashville 
TN; and four children, Christopher (Susan) Runge of Redding CT, Timothy 
(Shelagh) Runge of Rochester NY, Margaret Runge of San Francisco CA and 
Anne Runge (Delian Naydenov) of Stamford CT; and six grandchildren. 

To express sympathy, please visit fairchildmeech.com. In lieu of flowers, 
donations may be made to the American Cancer Society, the American College 
of Rheumatology Research Foundation, 2200 Lake Blvd NE, Atlanta GA 30319 
or Wikipedia.org.

William A. Schiess, MD 

William A. Schiess, MD, a life member of the Medical Society, passed away 
on October 2. Dr. Schiess graduated from the SU College of Medicine (now 
Upstate Medical University). He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and Alpha 
Omega Alpha, an honorary medical society. Dr. Schiess interned at the 
Rhode Island Hospital in Providence, Rhode Island, then served in the Army 
Medical Corp during World War II in occupied Germany. He completed eight 
parachute jumps; two in Germany. Following his service, he completed his 
medical training in internal medicine/cardiology at University Hospital, now 
Upstate. 

Dr. Schiess started his practice in internal medicine/cardiology in 1953 and 
was the founding member of Internal Associates of Central New York. He 
also served as Chief of Medicine at Crouse Hospital for 27 years and finished 
his service to Crouse as Vice President for Medical Affairs in 1990. In semi-
retirement he was Medical Director of Community Memorial Hospital in 
Hamilton, New York, and then Medical Director of Crouse Community Center 
in Morrisville, New York. 

In 1964 Dr. Schiess served a month providing medical care in Algeria with a 
group of Syracuse physicians under the auspices of Care-Medico. In 1965 he 
went to Selma, Alabama with a group of Episcopal priests and was arrested for 
protesting. He met Martin Luther King who thanked him personally for his 
efforts. He and his wife, Betty, participated in many civil and women’s rights 
events. Dr. Schiess was married for 70 years to Reverend Betty Bone Schiess 
who predeceased him in 2017. 

http://fairchildmeech.com/
https://pubads.g.doubleclick.net/gampad/jump?iu=/423686928/prod/obit-aff/obit-premium/clio-inline-1&t=clio%3DACS%26cobrand%3Dsyracuse%26linkurl%3Dhttps%3A//donate.cancer.org/index.aspx%3Fcampaign%3Dlegacy2%26giftFirstName%3DLorne%26giftLastName%3DRunge%26giftType%3Dmem%26fn%3DLorne%26ln%3DRunge&sz=1x1&c=538202364
http://wikipedia.org/
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He was predeceased by a son, Billy, who died in 1978, a brother, Walter and 
a sister, Phyllis. Survivors include son, Richard, and daughter, Sarah, as well 
as grandchildren: Evan, Elena, Jesse, Leah, and Zoe. and his son-in-law, 
Daniel Moncheur, and daughter-in-law, Pat Kaye-Schiess. In lieu of flowers, 
contributions to Planned Parenthood of Central New York, 1120 East Genesee 
St., Syracuse, NY 13210 would be greatly appreciated. Please sign the guestbook 
at syracuse.com/obits.

Joseph Vincent Scrivani, MD 

Joseph Vincent Scrivani, M.D., a life member of the Medical Society, died 
on November 16, 2019 at Elderwood after a brief illness. He was 86.  Upon 
graduating from Upstate Medical University in 1960, he served two years in 
the U.S. Air Force. He completed a residency in radiology at the University 
of Oregon in 1966 and retired from SUNY Upstate Hospital in 2006, where 
he was Director of Women’s Imaging. He is survived by his wife of 59 years, 
Arlene (Wierzbicki) Scrivani, his son, David V. Scrivani, of San Antonio, Texas, 
his daughter, Elizabeth W. (Scrivani) St. Denny, his son-in-law, David J. St. 
Denny, and his grandson, James E. St. Denny, all of Syracuse, his sister, Virginia 
(Paul) Reitmulder, of Niagara Falls. Joe loved to golf, ski, and assemble model 
airplanes, and enjoyed attending the Radiological Society of North America 
international conference in Chicago every year. Contributions in his name may 
be made to your favorite charity. Please share memories and tributes at 
 https://www.bagozzitwins.com/obituaries/Joseph-Scrivani/.

https://obits.syracuse.com/obituaries/syracuse/obituary.aspx?n=william-schiess&pid=194064247&fhid=6505
https://www.bagozzitwins.com/obituaries/Joseph-Scrivani/


MLMIC is now part of Berkshire Hathaway.

For more than 40 years, MLMIC has been a leader in medical malpractice 
insurance.  In fact, we’re the #1 medical liability insurer in New York State.  
Now, as part of the Berkshire Hathaway family, we’re securing the future 
for New York’s medical professionals.

When it comes to medical malpractice insurance in New York, 
nothing compares to MLMIC.

Learn more at MLMIC.com or call (888) 996-1183.

http://www.MLMIC.com

